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MESSAGE
FROM CEO
“MEANWHILE WE CONTINUE
TO PURSUE IMPROVEMENT
THROUGH KEY BUILDING
BLOCKS - CREW QUALITY,
KNOWLEDGE, EXPERIENCE
AND SENSE OF OWNERSHIP. ”

Dear All,
It is now September, and we have had a better last 6 months with utilization up, cost better controlled and in
some situations some better rates. We are by far not out of the woods yet, we need to stay on course, market
our vessels smartly and aggressively, be religious about Operational Excellence (OE) and then cost control
will follow automatically. We look to continue this trend, getting close to the point that managing the rates
we receive for our boats (as far as we can) becomes the prime priority.
We had a decent 6 months in terms of safety with no LTIs and our reliability drive has also bore fruit in higher
uptime. We have a team of people working on process simplification to make life for all of us at work easier
and the Company more efficient. The balance sheet restructuring exercise is still ongoing but nearing the end
now with various resulting scenarios being pursued in cooperation with our Bank, Bondholders and Financial
Advisors.
Meanwhile, we continue to pursue improvement through key building blocks - crew quality, knowledge,
experience and sense of ownership. Training our people on an ongoing basis is vital to improvement, and we
have embarked on an exercise to review our current training practices and resources in terms of personnel
and facilities and made adjustments to increase effectiveness and efficiency.
The training that is delivered in-house is primarily focused on our Integrated Management System (IMS)
knowledge and safety in operations and navigation. Technical training is typically taking place either in our
workshops or external facilities. Across the Company we have some people in employment that work solely
in training. The resources are geographically distributed (Songkhla, Miri, Jakarta and Dubai). In most locations
we have simulators, classrooms and in some regions, an outdoor back deck simulated environment.
It is by no means perfect yet, but we are committed to improve and spend the funds on this key element of
OE. Crewing is about recruitment, training and retention, check your OE poster!
Many thanks for reading this and I look forward to meeting many of you during the next six months.
Meanwhile, be alert and safe!

Diederik C de Boer
Interim CEO
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MEO BREEZE

NEW SEGMENT
DIVERSIFICATION

RENEWABLES
IN TAIWAN
Sevene Wang
Manager - Group Commercial

For the past year, we have been focusing on the renewables industry
– specifically, in Taiwan, in an effort to diversify from oil and gas
operations.
Taiwan has targeted to produce 5.5GW of energy through offshore wind
by 2025 and 10GW by 2030, bringing the number of wind turbines to
600 units by 2025 and potentially 800 units by 2030. As it is a new
market, there is a lot of potential to establish our presence and assist
in the development of local supply chain for the wind farm market. We
also aim to increase our local content through partnerships with local
companies, hiring and training of local personnel and increase of our
local spending.
Coupled with a large pool of suitable vessels and relevant expertise,
as well as an early mover advantage, we quickly found our footing
by providing marine services which includes the provision of offshore
support vessels such as anchor handling vessels, geotechnical vessels,
tugs, barges, guard vessels, multicats and platform supply vessels. This
also includes project support work such as transportation solutions of
large project cargo and multi vessel project management to support
Taiwan offshore wind farm projects in the installation phase.
June 2019 marked our first vessel entering Taiwan to work as a
commissioning vessel for a wind turbine manufacturer and installation
company. We are targeting to operate approximately eight vessels on a
project basis in Taiwan in 2020.
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MEO BREEZE

BUSINESS UNIT
ROUND UP

Brad Morphew
Business Unit Head

EASTERN HEMISPHERE
The Eastern Hemisphere’s total fleet of 63 vessels has remained
reasonably stable with the departure of the Accommodation Work
Boat, MEO Guardian for a long-term contract in the Middle East
in May. We also saw the return of the DP2 Subsea Support Vessel,
MEO Endurance to the Specialised Vessel Services Business Unit
for subsea work after completing accommodation support in
Thailand during the first half of 2019. The 100T BP AHT Magellan1
is also getting ready for work in early 2020 in Taiwan, after
returning from the Middle East for a contract in Malaysia from July.
The Alert, a hydrographic survey vessel, was also reactivated upon
transfer from Australia to South East Asia and is currently being
marketed for opportunities within our region.

Other than actively supporting the exploration, development and
production phases of the oil and gas industry in Malaysia, we are
glad to announce that Bintang Samudera Sdn Bhd is also involved
in the decommissioning phase where our 65T BP AHTS Miclyn
Empress is supporting the largest Well Plug & Abandonment
(P&A) Project currently in offshore Terengganu waters in Malaysia.
Our Client is providing the integrated well abandonment services
for this project (including the provision of marine spread). This
project commenced in Q3-2018, and is expected to complete in
Q1-2020 with a total of 26 wells to be plugged. Decommissioning
is a promising segment which we are targeting to support with
our vessels as our Client targets to plug a total of 145 wells, and
remove 26 offshore facilities between 2018 and 2023.

MALAYSIA
The previous uptick in activity for Malaysia from the second half of
2018 has continued through to mid-2019 with high utilisation of
fast crew boats in general, and a significant contract rate premium
for units that can sustain at least 25 knots cruising speed.
The lack of supply for mid-range AHTS vessels (approximately
65T BP capacity) has caused an increase in demand for higher
capacity units (approximately 80-100T BP capacity) to meet excess
customer demand for the lesser capacity segment.
Magellan 1 departing Batam in late July for its contract commencement in Malaysia,
after completing an intermediate survey related docking.

BRUNEI
During Q2 of 2019, we managed to have three utility vessel
contracts extended for two years and five fast crew boat contracts
extended for another year. These extensions are a very positive
reflection on the comfort that our various Clients in this country
have with the performance of our fleet and the local shore-based
support team.

Uni Express 19

Furthermore, we are pleased to announce our Malaysian local
joint venture company Bintang Samudera Sdn Bhd has been
selected to be a pre-approved panel contractor for the all permit
operator drilling campaigns. This pre-approved status has created a
significant increase in the number of drilling support opportunities
from Q2 of 2019 onwards.

THAILAND
In Thailand, the 60 pax MPSV, Miclyn Energy had her contract
extended for three years and we are expecting to get a number of
additional existing in-country fleet vessels extended to a similar
time horizon.
Miclyn Energy will also take part in a fuel saving technology trial
with the purchase of new equipment that will provide better fuel
oil efficiency used by ships of this type. This new equipment is
expected reduce fuel consumption by 10-20%.
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MEO BREEZE

BUSINESS UNIT
ROUND UP

Ronald Clark
Business Unit Head

WESTERN HEMISPHERE

Sanket Shukla
Fleet Manager

SPECIALISED VESSEL SERVICES (SVS)

Western Hemisphere Business Unit has managed to secure a
good amount of charters in the past six months. The crew boat
utilisation has been better than the offshore support vessels
(OSVs), considering the additional contracts secured in Saudi
Arabia. We still have managed to increase the utilization of OSVs
with two years of bareboat charter secured for the Miclyn Grand
and Miclyn Victory.

Resolution

Miclyn Victory

The good track record with the crew boats continue. We secured
a five year security patrol boat contract for a project in Saudi
Arabia. This is our first contract through our Saudi joint venture
Miclyn Midad Marine. Furthermore, the Samson Supplier, Samson
Supporter, Express 76 and Uni Express 20 found homes in Saudi
Arabia to perform crew boat duties, and Express 58 will be joining
them in the same area to perform security duties. Developing new
customer relationships, we have been awarded a one year contract
for Express 91 for operations in the Al Khafji area, and Express
64 and Ekspres 87 have been extended for another year with the
same Client. Our smaller crew boats Express 4, Express 11 and
Express 12, have secured a three year contract to support agency
operations in Fujairah, UAE and furthermore, Express 18 has
secured a three year contract with a UAE National Oil Company
(NOC) to support cargo and personnel transportation to and from
OPL Jebel Ali, UAE.

Our DP2 ROV support vessel Resolution has commenced its first
project in the offshore wind industry, which is also its first project
in Taiwan. The project has been awarded by a leading player in
the sector and Resolution is working alongside wind turbines in
performing support duties. The vessel is housing a complement of
24 commissioning engineers and, SVS as a Business Unit, has for
the first time taken on the full catering management of this vessel
by employing its own team comprising of a cook, stewards and
camp boss.
Miclyn Grace, our utility support vessel, has undergone
modifications to equip her with a drill tower and moon pool and
has commenced geotechnical work in Thailand which will be
followed by projects in Malaysia. Our E-class and R-class subsea
vessels continue to remain favourites in the present market with an
added advantage of Indonesian and Malaysian flags respectively;
and our flagship, NPP Nusantara is to remain engaged in SAT DIVE
/ ROV scopes for three consecutive projects up until December.
Our utilization ahead is full up to the commencement of the
monsoon season in Southeast Asia, with all vessels engaged
with various clients, and an increasing demand for subsea and
geotechnical work across the region. We can also look forward to
the addition of talent and energy joining us in our shipboard teams.

An addition to the fleet in the UAE is the MEO Guardian, which
has been chartered for a period of one year to a leading geophysical
service company as an accommodation vessel for their offshore
project in Abu Dhabi. The MEO Galaxy continues with an EPIC
Company to support their dredging project, acting as a flotel until
the end of 2019.
In the African market, our AHTS vessel, MEO Sovereign 1 has been
extended by our Client till end December 2019, thereby completing
one and half year of charter by the end of this period. The AHT
Miclyn Venture and Barge M301 continue to operate in Nigeria.
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MEO BREEZE

BUSINESS UNIT
ROUND UP

John McNamara
Business Unit Head

EXPRESS OFFSHORE SOLUTIONS (EOS)
Since the last edition of Breeze, we have been seeing the market
slowly recover. Some projects which had previously been shelved
are now coming back alive, together with increased activity in the
offshore construction sector across all our regions.
Despite the increase in project activity, the charter rates have not
yet followed the same increase. Our Customers are still working
on tight budgets that have an overall focus of cost-cutting.
Nevertheless, we are positive the rate levels will be following the
market uptick.
Barge loaded with piles and jacket for Gallaf project

Also in Malaysia, we have successfully completed our involvement
on the Bokor project, where we secured three transportation
spreads for jackets and topsides coming from Kuching, going to
Bintulu. Our project team has worked very hard with the marine
crew of the vessels, and the operations team, in order to adhere to
all safety practices and ensuring project completion without any
incident.

Barge loadout completed on Gallaf project

In the Middle East, we have witnessed a strong demand spurred
on by increased offshore construction activity. Coupled with a
shortage of barges in the region, this has ensured a good utilisation
for the 22 barges that EOS already has in the area. And at the time
of writing, we have already secured contracts for the remainder of
the year in the UAE, Saudi Arabia and Qatar.

In Australia we will soon see two of our rock barges mobilising
from Batam, to work on a one year contract for transhipment
operations of iron ore in the north-western Australia. And our
Samson VII, a 36T BP multicat, has secured a long-term contract
working in Australian waters.
Lastly, we would like to thank the EOS team for their hard work and
dedication. This year, EOS has met budget commitments and this
wouldn’t have been possible without our people.
We also thank our readers, and we are looking forward to share
more exciting news in the next edition of Breeze.

For the Berri field in Saudi Arabia, we are providing a transportation
spread to transport risers and spools from Dubai. While in Qatar
we are continuing to provide two AHTs of 10,000 BHP for the NFA
project, that have been supporting a pipelaying barge for the past
ten months.
Meanwhile, in South East Asia, we have been awarded multiple
transportation spreads. Compared to the same period last year,
we have seen especially Malaysia having higher activity levels. We
have secured two spreads with a major EPCI Client for piles, reels
and anchor chains transport for the PFLNG project in Sabah waters.
In addition, we have had several barges working on this year’s Pan
Malaysia field development located offshore Sarawak.

Pile discharge from Miclyn 257 on PFLNG
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EOS FEATURED
PROJECT

GALLAF PROJECT

JACKETS & PILES
TRANSPORTATION
Svein Erik Øiestad
Commercial Manager – EOS
EOS is delighted to be part of the Gallaf project by
supporting our long-time Client with the provision
of three sets of 330 x 120 feet flat top barges and
pairing tugs. The Gallaf project is part of a five year
development plan in the Al Shaheen field in Qatar.
Approximately 80 kilometres offshore, the Al
Shaheen field is the largest oil field in the country
and accounts for some 45% of oil produced in the
country. The existing infrastructure consists of about
33 platforms and about 300 production and water
injection wells. The development plan is made up
of three phases, and the current development will
include three new wellhead platforms (DC, EG and
FC) as well as subsea infrastructure.

IA
EG
EF
EC

ED
EA

EB

AFRICA

BG

BE

HA

BC

BD

HB

BF
DC
DA

BA

DB

BB

CC

CD

AA

CF

AD
AB

AF

AC

CA

ASIA
CB

PROJECT
OVERVIEW
Operator:		
North Oil Company (NOC)
Location:		
Al Shaheen Oilfield
Phase:		
2nd Development Phase,
		Stage 1
Product Type:
Oil
Start-up:		
2022
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FC
FA

FB

GC

EOS Work Scope
Existing Infrastructure and Platforms
Floating Storage and Offloading (FSO)

GD
GA

GB
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THE GALLAF PROJECT
PHASE 2 INCLUDES:

3

New jackets
(EG, DC and FC)

3

New drilling decks
(EG, DC and FC)

3

New bridges

The three barges provided by EOS were each loaded with grillage,
jackets and piles with loading taking place in Indonesia and
Malaysia. They were then floated onto a semi-submersible vessel
which would transport the barges, with the cargo loaded, to Qatar.
Upon arrival, the barges were re-floated with the assistance of DP
and non-DP vessels provided by EOS, and subsequently taken to
field for the jacket installations.
Apart from the provision of marine spreads, EOS also strengthened
the decks of the barges prior to loading. This was to ensure that the
barges would withstand any adverse weather during transit, as the
voyage was done at the edge of monsoon season.
With the end-Client’s stringent requirements for vessels working in
Qatari waters, the success of this project is made possible with our
project teams’ experience and dedication.
The Gallaf Project is one of our many projects in Qatar, executed
safely under the MEO Group’s mission of Operational Excellence.
Inspectors onboard for final inspections before sailaway

Inspector overseeing final arrangements at loadout

Three barges all loaded on semi-sub with overhang

Loadout of jacket

Two barges fully loaded
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PROJECT
UPDATES

BP TANGGUH

TANGGUH EXPANSION
PROJECT PHASE 1:
THE SEQUEL
Carriage of 45 T spool hung over side over a mile, each time

Indranil Majumdar
Chief Operations Officer
(COO)

PROJECT
OVERVIEW
Operator:
Location:
Phase:
Product Type:
Start-up:

BP Berau
Bintuni Bay, Papua, Indonesia
Production Facilities, Expansion Phase 1
Natural Gas
Mid 2020

THE
CONTRACT
Removal of temporary pig launcher head
Spool installation
Removal of knee brace
Recovery of riser blind flange, LBL bucket structure
Recovery of diving platform
As installed survey
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On the story earlier (MEO Breeze, March 2019) our project
transportation division, Express Offshore Solutions (EOS) successfully
undertook the Tangguh gas field expansion project in transportation of
jackets, topsides, piles and 24-inch coated pipes.
Subsequent to that, MEO - PT SGS (our Indonesia Business Unit)
successfully completed the construction of the subsea gas pipeline
system. The contract with the EPC company for subsea gas pipeline
construction at Tangguh was signed in Dec 2017. The mobilisation and
project started in February 2019.

CHALLENGES OF THE PROJECT:
Incumbent vessel had a 100T subsea crane against the chosen MEO
vessel with 50T crane.
The spool weighed around 45T each.
The crane lift capacity would get limited by the weather due to
dynamic load of vessel heave and roll.
Transiting some nautical miles with 45T spool suspended over side
from the crane.
The surface current in the bay can go over 3 knots making SAT dive
challenging.
The vessel will be working within 10m distance from the platform.
The area is remote in Papua with shore support at Sorong about 400
nautical miles away.
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Pipe Spool lift from the pipe vessel

DMA test next to the platform

PREPARATION:

EXECUTION:

The preparation started with the analysis of the
vessel’s DP capability at high surface current and
hull RAO analysis to establish the crane real safe
lift capacity under the weather at Bintuni bay in
early 2017. After assessment by the Client and
MEO, the contract was awarded. The planning for
the project started few months earlier with crew
planning so that key officers and crane operators go
on leave and return at the start of the project, to run
operation for about 100 days.

Vessel went into field in early March 2019 and successfully completed its
scope in the middle of June. The officers and crew under the supervision of
the Client endured the challenges of the weather and the tight margins on the
crane operations.

VRA
VRC

VRB

24”
p

ipes

Future expansion

OFA

x 16

.7km
ROA

Tanguh Expansion
(Phase 2)

Existing infrastructure & platforms
2nd LNG Jetty

24”
p

ipes

x 13

.4km

24
”

WDA

Tanguh Expansion
(Phase 1)

MEO workscope

T1 & 2
Optimized

24”

The vessel mobilised from Batam around midFebruary after successful fulfilment of BP driven
Safety, Food HACCP and Cyber Security measure.
Spares / supplies were stored on board for all
foreseen problems for remote location operation.

By the end of it, the gas pipeline construction project was completed with
zero safety incidents and full appreciation from the Client for the vessel team
and dive team. The passion and dedication displayed by everyone involved
was commendable.

LNG Jetty
Compression (375psi)
ORF Train 1 & 2
ORF Train 3
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MEO BREEZE

OPERATIONAL
EXCELLENCE

VIGILANCE IN THE

AREAS OF RELIABILITY
Bernard Tan
Group Technical Manager

There are three key pillars that form the back bone of Operational
Excellence - Safety, Efficiency and Reliability. While Reliability may
seem least important, it is not. Reliability allows us to ensure that
we can serve our Clients safely and efficiently.
In recent years, the technical department has been paying close
attentions to areas of reliability that could potentially get our
vessels off-hired during charter. These key areas include engine
components such as cylinder heads, valves, push rods, injectors,
fuel pumps, the exhaust piping system, cooling water system,
cooling water pump, and engine control system. Other systems and
components, not being any less important and critical, such as the
air-condition and refrigeration system, propellers, purifiers, and so
on, are also prone to failure which could disrupt vessel operations.

RELIABILITY
MEANS
Our vessels comply with rules and regulations of
international standards.
Our vessels are in good working condition at all
times.
We are able to predict our vessel’s performance.
All equipment and machinery is fully functional and
maintained, with spares at optimal levels.
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MAIN AND AUXILIARY ENGINES
These machines are critical to safety and ensuring full capability
of a vessel. However, major failure can occur due to breakdown of
injectors, fuel pumps, valves, coolers and so on. In order to improve
reliability on this aspect, a maintenance schedule for injectors,
valves, cylinder heads and pistons, liners, connecting rods, main
bearings, etc., of engines need to be undertaken as per maker’s
recommendation.
PROPELLERS
Specifically on crew boats, due to the construction of shaft support
near propellers and the high speed of propellers and shaft line,
any propeller off pitch / damage resulting from contact with a
submerged object can cause imbalance and subject the entire
shaft line to undue vibration. These vibrations may not be felt and
prolong an increase of the risk of shaft line failure at the weakest
spot- the shaft support nearest to the propeller (P-bracket). Our
mitigation to improve reliability on this aspect is to ensure checks
are done if there is suspicion that the propeller has hit a foreign
object, even though vibrations cannot be felt. If opportunity allows
for docking, the propeller pitch should be checked, even when no
visual damage is observed.
FUEL OIL PURIFIERS
This is another important auxiliary system onboard the ship. It
“cleans” the fuel before putting it into the engines, thus helping
to eliminate chances of failure before maintenance interval is due.
Bad fuel can produce an undesirable by-product, such as carbon
deposits which can accelerate wear and tear, increase optimal
operating temperature and cause unanticipated failure. While the
purifiers serve to “clean” the fuel, nothing beats a fuel oil analysis to
ensure fuel is indeed meeting required specifications.

MEO BREEZE
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AIR-CONDITION / REFRIGERATION
A vessel is not complete without a reliable and fully functional air
conditioning and refrigeration system. This is not just for living
comfort of the crew and passengers onboard, there are also areas
where sensitive electronic and electrical equipment are placed, that
need the right temperature to operate reliably. To improve reliability
of this system, routine checks by the air-con / refrigeration specialist
has been implemented to ensure we know the health status of
the system to prevent breakdown and undesirable interruption of
operations.
TECHNICAL RELIABILITY FUNDAMENTALS
Stated above are descriptions of just a few areas of a vessel
where major problems can occur, and how to mitigate them. The
entire vessel’s structure, machinery or equipment, systems and
components are much more complex than what can be described
which could result in various areas of complications. Meanwhile, we
do have a strategy to manage the complexity of the technicalities
through our POSEIDON system, which has been set up according
to each vessel’s specific machinery and system information, to
allow maintenance tasks to be initiated, tracked and executed. In
POSEIDON, vessels’ systems, machinery / equipment, components
and sub-components are set up according to SFI (Skipsteknisk
Forskningsinstitutt - Ship Research Institute of Norway) coding.
This allows maintenance tasks to be generated down to the specific
components or sub-components of a piece of equipment. While
routine maintenance is being carried out, defects and abnormalities
found are also reported in POSEIDON, to allow for monitoring and
rectification before it becomes a failure.
Nothing beats vigilance when it comes to reliability - and it will
require each and everyone’s cooperation and efforts in adhering to
processes and using the tools we are provided with to achieve 100%
vessel technical availability.
13
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COVER
STORY

INVESTING IN
OUR PEOPLE
TRAINING
HIGHLIGHTS
Adoption of Blended Learning through a
combination of online and classroom trainings
Development of online curriculum for crew selflearning
Condensation of training program from 2.5 to 1.75
hours per course
Extension of course validity from 1 to 2 years
through a more effective syllabus
Increasing the engagement of Trainer Masters in
shipboard training and verification
Enhancement of Train-the-Trainer certification
program and assessments

Personnel transfer training in onshore training facility
14

Vernon Low
Manager, Group HSQE

“The only thing worse than training your employees and having
them leave is not training them and having them stay.” This
statement- regardless of who its true author may be - will never
lose its relevance. MEO understands the importance of training
and sees the benefits of employee development, from in-house
classroom modules to simulator workshop and online classes,
it all adds up to an investment to our business as well as to our
employees.
The International Convention on Standards of Training,
Certification and Watchkeeping for Seafarers (STCW) sets the
minimum qualification standards for masters, officers and
watch personnel on seagoing ships. However, these standard
certifications are inadequate if our seafarers do not have a sound

Fire Fighting Apparatus (FFA) training

MEO BREEZE
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“THE ONLY THING WORSE THAN TRAINING YOUR EMPLOYEES AND HAVING THEM LEAVE IS
NOT TRAINING THEM AND HAVING THEM STAY.”
understanding of the company’s Integrated Management System
(IMS). Our IMS is constantly being updated, enhancing in response
to technological advancements and rapidly changing industry
best practices. We are then presented with a prime opportunity
to expand the knowledge base of all company employees through
training.
The company’s training and development programme ensures
that all employees have a consistent training experience and
background knowledge to our IMS. This is to equip each one with a
greater understanding of their responsibilities within their role, and
in turn build their confidence to perform their tasks. This confidence
in work execution will no doubt enhance their overall performance,
and circle back in benefits to the company.

Classroom Training in Songkhla, Thailand training facilities

Training our people doesn’t have to equate to significant costs.
MEO offers in-office classroom training on a variety of topics that
relate to the Company’s IMS such as Operational Excellence and
managing Safe Work, as well as those that relate to upgrading
skills such as Ship’s Simulator training. The company has also
adopted Blended Learning as an effective combination of online
and classroom learnings. The Blended Learning approach allows
more seafarers to receive training across a larger international
pool.
Our employees are our biggest asset, since they perform
operations that enable the organization to meet its business
objectives. The importance of training our employees, both new
and experienced, really cannot be overemphasised.

Poseidon (In-house Planned Maintenance System) training
15
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MEO BREEZE

FEATURED
VESSELS

MEO

ACCOMMODATION
VESSELS
Sevene Wang
Manager - Group Commercial

This quarter marks a big win for MEO’s accommodation vessels. In
the Middle East, we secured a long-term charter for our 200 pax
accommodation work boat, the MEO Guardian. MEO Guardian is
not unfamiliar to working in the Middle East, having worked long term
from 2015 to 2017 as an accommodation support vessel, and presently
as a command center for a similar seismic campaign. She received
modifications to her sewage treatment plant system with additional
sewage tanks installed to fulfil zero discharge during operations in an
environmental protected area. Having completed her special survey,
she set sail to her new home in May 2019 with seasoned crew on board.
Also in the Middle East, the MEO Galaxy has been serving a leading
EPIC contractor in Saudi Arabia for the past 6 months. The 4-point
mooring shallow draft work boat, with an accommodation of 146 beds,
is expected to continue working till 2020.
Over in the East, our accommodation work barge, the Miclyn
Constructor 1 is currently working for a Malaysian topside maintenance
company in offshore Terengganu. She has been providing hotel services
Miclyn Constructor 1 supported by the MEO Monarch 2
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MEO Galaxy

for over 200 passengers since March 2019 to provide support in the
maintenance, construction and modifications of offshore platforms in
Malaysia. She is also supported by the MEO Monarch 2, a 96T BP AHTS
till Q4 of 2019.
In Taiwan, our DP2 Support vessel, Resolution, broke new grounds
working as a commissioning vessel with a wind turbine installation
company. To cater to the requests of the European technicians in the
wind energy sector, five additional accommodation cabin containers
have been installed on board. Two offices were also repurposed into
entertainment rooms with Playstations and comfortable couches; and
televisions with Netflix subscription and LAN cables for internet have
been installed in all cabins. To smoothly perform passenger transfers,
our in-house designed boat landing was fitted on the starboard side to
connect with crew transfer vessels (CTVs).
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SAFETY
MATTERS

Best Practice

HAZARD
HUNTS
by Vernon Low, Manager, Group HSQE

Our day-to-day work environment involves potential dangers and
hazardous conditions, even at shore based operations, particularly
where it involves workshops and warehousing. These hazards and safety
risks can creep into our daily routines unnoticed.
Enter Hazard Hunts. Periodically, our Thailand Safety Committee
consciously step out of their daily routine and look critically at
identifying areas of risks in our work environment, opening them up
for discussion, and eliminating them. The Thailand Safety Committee
that comprises of the local operations department managers and
superintendents, take hazard hunting seriously because potential
hazards can lead to personal injury, damage to property and the
environment.

Hunting for hazards at the office and warehouse

It’s not enough just to keep our eyes out for danger, we should
deliberately set aside time to focus on making our work environment
safer. Preventing accidents should be an internal process that is
constantly evaluated- ultimately, finding and eliminating possible
sources of danger.

FEATURED
EMPLOYEE
2nd Engineer

MANACHAI
KAEOPRASIT
by Bryan Fernandez, Group Crewing Manager

“WE ARE A FAMILY ONBOARD, I LOVE MY
JOB AND WORKING TOGETHER TO DELIVER
OPERATIONAL EXCELLENCE.”
Even as a young child growing up at a sea area at an eastern town in
Thailand, Manchai dreamed of one day sailing on the boats he saw as a
child. Fast forward to today, Mr. Manachai Kaeoprasit is one of the many
outstanding 2nd Engineers with MEO. He has been in MEO for ten years
and has excellent appraisals from the Chief Engineers and TSIs.
Passionate about sailing onboard crewboats, Manachai’s first vessel
assignment in MEO was onboard Uni Express 9. He signed on as an
Oiler, all the while aspiring to become a Chief Engineer. Because he
would always assist in tasks for machinery maintenance, and always

asked questions when he didn’t know, he was mentored by his Chief
and Second Engineers and worked his way to become a certified and
competent 3rd Engineer and finally a 2nd Engineer in 2011.
Despite the usual challenges onboard, Manachai strongly believes in
practicing good safety culture and when necessary, the Stop Work
Authority (SWA). He values safety as the topmost priority and promotes
the safety culture to the crew and passengers onboard. He credits his
success to focus and prudent planning and believes in working as a team
onboard and always following company procedures diligently.
MEO is proud to have him in our fleet and we wish him success in his
progression of becoming a Chief Engineer.
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OUR ENVIRONMENT
OUR RESPONSIBILITY

SAVING ENERGY

OUR CONTRIBUTION TO SAVING OUR ENVIRONMENT
Ong Chee Wee
Manager, HSQE
Express Offshore Solutions
Switch off, not your attitude but the electrical appliances that you
are not using. The simple action of turning off appliances that are
not in use will result in lesser energy consumption.
When you consume less energy, lesser resources are needed to
produce power. You will indirectly reduce the emission of harmful
fumes released during power generation. The harmful gases such as
carbon dioxide (CO2), bring about the Greenhouse Effect causing
Global Warming, while sulphur dioxide (SO2), nitrogen oxides
(NOX) produces acid rain which are harmful to us and our families.
For those who do not see the reasons to believe that we need to take
action now, allow us to engage you on the possibilities.
For those who know and care, we encourage you to be an advocate
to our colleagues and communities. Share with them your knowledge
and concerns on environmental issues. Highlight the actions that
everyone can take to be a responsible inhabitant of our fragile planet.
For those who do not yet know, we seek to promote awareness
and educate you on what is happening to our fragile planet and
how you can play an active part to prevent more harm towards the
biodiversity.
Now that we have your attention, we seek your support. We will
feature steps that you can take to saving energy in the next issue.
With lesser harmful fumes in the atmosphere, we get better air
quality which promotes better health. Respiratory illness, premature
aging, fatigue, headaches, nausea can also be controlled or
prevented.
For both our onshore and offshore operations, we leave behind a
carbon footprint, that is to say, the generation of greenhouse gases.
Each of us can take steps to reduce our carbon footprint. It begins
with knowledge and empathy.
We believe the best way to influence a person’s empathy level is
through education and experiential learning. We need everyone to
come onboard and do our part for the environment.
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CARE
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FUTURE
FOCUSED

PROCESS EFFICIENCY
THROUGH INTEGRATION &
AUTOMATION
Jovy Chay
Manager - Business Process
Improvement & Communications

The term automation was introduced way back in 1947 where
it started from the automobile industry. Fast forward to the
20th century, significant developments to the information
technology has given all businesses the opportunity to adopt
process automation to increase efficiency, reduce costs and
improve productivity. In line with this, the management in
MEO is committed to moving forward and staying relevant by
capitalising on automation specifically through reinventing
our systems one process at a time.

THE PURCHASE REQUEST SYSTEM WILL INTEGRATE AND
AUTOMATE THESE 7 CRITICAL BUSINESS PROCESSES:

VESSEL
REQUISITIONS

To tackle this, various departments and stakeholders are
working closely to ensure that our company’s processes
are robust, redundant processes are eradicated, and that
we continuously improve on operational efficiency and
organisational productivity.

Recently, much of the efforts on process automation
is dedicated towards the Poseidon E-Procurement and
E-Inventory system which aims to replace recurring tasks and
reduce manual effort to achieve cost minimization, greater
efficiency and streamlined processes. Presently, managing
and tracking vessel requisitions and vessel inventory is done
on excel spreadsheets which lengthens processing time,
causes errors and impacts productivity. With automation,
we can enhance on the workflow, improve accountability,
transparency, enable detailed and accurate data to be
retained for future analysis. The system also facilitates both
internal and external communication and collaboration,
particularly between departments such as Technical, Supply
Chain and Finance, as well as between MEO and our vendors.
The system is expected to launch in Q2 of 2020.

Darren Ang
Indranil Majumdar
Sponsors

Bernard Tan
James Lim
System Owners

Seamless vessel
requisition
transactions

Integration with
PO approvals and
issuance in SAP

WAREHOUSE
INVENTORY

GOODS
RECEIPT

Automated
warehouse stock
detection

POSEIDON E-PROCUREMENT AND E-INVENTORY
SYSTEM

PURCHASE
ORDER

REQUEST FOR
QUOTATION

Systemised vendor
quotation requests
and comparison

Vessel and vendor
GR through the
system

VESSEL
INVENTORY

Alerts on required
quantities,
sychnronisation of
stock balance after
GR

OPEX
MONITORING
Intelligent OPEX
tracking and
forecasting

PROJECT TEAM BEHIND THE PR / PO / INVENTORY SYSTEM
Chris White
Hong Shumin
Lim Beng Hwee
Finance / ERM
Stakeholders

Lewis Low
Ryan Jiang
Program
Developers

Jovy Chay
Rekha Nandwani
Systems, BPI,
UI/UX Design
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MEO
GIVES BACK

BEACH CLEAN UP

WeLoveOurBeach Beach Clean Up is an initiative by Zero Gravity
Dubai and occurs on the first Sunday of each month. On the 7th
April 2019, a group of 35 staff from the Western Hemisphere
business unit stepped forward to clean the coastline along
Jumeirah Beach, Dubai. The blazing sun did not disrupt the team’s

enthusiasm. The team determinedly rolled-up their sleeves and took part in
clearing the shoreline of rubbish, in particular, plastics. In line with MEO’s
“New Year Less Plastic” initiative, the beach cleanup raised awareness in the
team on the harmful effects of plastic to our marine ecosystems.

GIFT A MEAL INITIATIVE

Ramadan, the most sacred month of the year for Muslims, is a time for
increased demonstration of noble values such as tolerance, perseverance
and care. Embracing the spirit of Ramadan, the MEO Dubai team, backed
by a dollar-for-dollar matching by MEO Western Hemisphere, raised a
total of AED 4,200.00 towards the donation of 300 Iftar meal packets
for the workers at Al Quoz Labour Camp, where they live with limited
resources in a congested environment. The meal packets of chicken
biryani, fruit and dessert were distributed by the team during the Iftar,
the evening meal eaten after the daily fast is broken.
We are proud of the MEO Dubai team for their generousity, in giving
their time and resources to this cause. We would also like to thank
MakeMyMeal.ae, Red Crescent and Dubai Municipality, who made this
event possible.
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HR
BULLETIN

“GETTING A GLIMPSE
ON BOARD THE VESSEL
DEFINITELY BRINGS A
WHOLE NEW MEANING
TO MY SPREADSHEETS.
THESE VESSEL VISITS
IMPROVE SHIP TO
SHORE RAPPORT.”
Jinkhie Gallarzan

VESSEL VISITS
After a safety briefing by the HSQE Manager, 18 employees,
in two batches, visited MEO Galaxy and MEO Ranger at DMC,
Dubai earlier in the year. Upon arrival, the Captains and Chief
Officers briefed the shore visitors on the safety measures to
follow and emergency exit locations. They explained vessels
functions such as DP and mooring systems, engines, propellers,
fresh water plants and other machinery. The crew welcomed the
shore visitors amidst ongoing repair and maintenance.
Everyone took a tour around the vessels’ accommodation,
galley, engine room, and deck areas. Our non-mariner
employees expressed keen interest and eagerness to gain
understanding on the details of operations.
The vessel visit ended with a delicious lunch on board. By the
end of the trip, our shore team had gained new insights and
knowledge on how their work supports vessel operations. They
also left with a newfound admiration for our ship crew who are
at the frontend of our operations.
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HR
BULLETIN
WEDDINGS & NEW BIRTHS

Sevene Wang &
Tan Qing Yuan

En Le
Son of Ng Chong Chen

Iryna
Daughter of Muhamad
Irwan Kasman

Vioreen
Daughter of Dodi Indra
Setiagama

Iffat
Daughter of Ramli Rasbi

Fatemah
Daughter of Alabbas
Mahdi Nasser M

PHOTO
CONTEST!

ENTER TO WIN PRIZES!

Submit a photo that falls into any one of these
categories:

1

OUR VESSELS – anything on exteriors,
interior spaces or equipment!

2

OUR PEOPLE - anything from showcasing

operational excellence, to life at sea, to crew group
shots!

Submit your entries to kmgroup@meogroup.com by
31st January 2020!
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6

ENTERTAINMENT
CORNER
1

7

5

9

2

3
8
4

ACROSS
1 National animal of Scotland
2 The official, full name of this city is Krung Thep Mahanakhon Amon Rattanakosin 		
Mahinthara Ayuthaya Mahadilok Phop Noppharat Ratchathani Burirom Udomratchaniwet
Mahasathan Amon Piman Awatan Sathit Sakkathattiya Witsanukam Prasit
3 Each king in a deck of playing cards represents a great king from history:
Spades - King David
Clubs - Alexander the Great
Diamonds - Julius Caesar
Hearts - ____________
4 Animal in zoos around the world that are on loan from China

10

DOWN
5 French statesman, military leader, emperor who rose
to prominence during the French Revolution
6 The largest country in the world without a river
7 Country in Africa that has never been colonised
8 In ancient times, Egyptians would shave their eye
brows off to grieve the death of this animal
9 The largest living lizard, native to Indonesia
10 An artificial sea-level waterway located in Egypt that
connects the Red Sea to the Mediterranean Sea

WHAT YEAR IS IT AROUND
THE WORLD?

2562

Thailand mainly uses the Buddhist
calendar which is 543 years ahead of
the Gregorian calendar. The Buddhist
calendar is also used in Sri Lanka,
Cambodia, Laos, and Myanmar.

2012

The Ethiopian calendar is 7-8 years
behind the Gregorian calendar based
on alternate calculations on when Jesus
Christ was born. It has 13 months in a
year, of which 12 months have 30 days,
and the last one just 5 - 6 days factoring
in the leap year.

5779

The Jewish Calendar, used predominantly
for Jewish religious observances, takes its
chronology from the very first new moon that
took place on October 7, 3761 BC, at 5 o’clock
and 204 parts. In Israel, months start with the
new moon, and the first day of the year (Rosh
Hashanah) can be only on a Monday, Tuesday,
Thursday, or Saturday. To make this work, the
previous year is extended for a day.
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WHAT’S

NEXT?
TAKE THE SHIP’S WHEEL, TELL US WHAT YOU WOULD
LIKE TO SEE IN THE UPCOMING ISSUE OF MEO BREEZE!
Email your suggestions to: feedback@meogroup.com

SINGAPORE (HEADQUARTERS)

AL KHOBAR, SAUDI ARABIA

JAKARTA, INDONESIA

MICLYN EXPRESS OFFSHORE PTE LTD

MICLYN MIDAD MARINE COMPANY LTD

PT. SUKSES GRAHA SAMUDERA

10 Hoe Chiang Road,

Office # 307, Al Dewan Business Center, King

Gd. Pusat Perfilman H. Usmar Ismail

#09-01, Keppel Towers

Faisal Coastal Road,

Jl. Hr. Rasuna Said Kav C. No 22, Kuningan

Singapore 089315

Al Yarmok District, Khobar, KSA, PO Box 3212

Jakarta Selatan 12940, Indonesia

Tel: +65 6545 6211 / 6829 6100

Tel: +966 13 817 8422

Tel: +62 21 5278823

EASTERN HEMISPHERE

PROJECTS

Email: marketing@meogroup.com
WESTERN HEMISPHERE
BRUNEI

EXPRESS OFFSHORE SOLUTIONS PTE LTD

DUBAI, UAE (REGIONAL

MICLYN EXPRESS OFFSHORE (B) SDN BHD

10 Hoe Chiang Road

HEADQUARTERS)

No. 6, Simpang 28-5, Jalan Maulana, Kuala Belait

#09-01 Keppel Towers

MICLYN EXPRESS OFFSHORE SHIP

KA 1931,

Singapore 089315

MANAGEMENT LLC

Negara Brunei Darussalam

Tel: +65 6545 6211 / 6829 6100

101 Ibn Battuta Gate Offices

Tel: +673 334 7767

Email: chartering@meogroup.com

Tel: +971 4 277 6567

MIRI, MALAYSIA

SPECIALISED VESSEL SERVICES

Email: commercial_wh@meogroup.com

BINTANG SAMUDERA SDN BHD

10 Hoe Chiang Road

Lot 3325, Kilometre 3.5 Pujut-Lutong Road,

#09-01 Keppel Towers

ABU DHABI, UAE

Piasau Industrial Estate, Piasau Utara, 98000

Singapore 089315

MICLYN EXPRESS OFFSHORE SHIP

Miri, Sarawak

Tel: +65 6545 6211 / 6829 6100

MANAGEMENT LLC

Tel: +60 8564 7530

Email: svs.commercial@meogroup.com

Jebel Ali, Dubai, UAE, PO Box 49202

Office # 601-3B, Al Saman Tower,
Tower B, Hamdan Street

BANGKOK, THAILAND (THAILAND

Abu Dhabi, UAE, PO Box 108075

HEADQUARTERS)

Tel: +971 2 550 1788

UNIWISE OFFSHORE LTD
25 Alma Link Building, 11th Floor, Soi Chitlom,
Ploenchit Road, Pathumwan, Bangkok 10330,
Thailand
Tel: +66 2254 8400
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